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2,774,286 
MACHINE AND NIETHOD FOR FOLDING 

BOX BLANKS 

Leon E. La Bombard, Nashua, N. H., assignor to Inter 
national Paper Box Machine Company, Nashua, N. H., 
a- corporation of New Hampshire 

Application March 18, 1952, Serial No. 277,242 

10 Claims. (Cl. 93-49) 

This invention relates to an improved method and 
apparatus for infolding the leading or trailing ?aps of a 
?at box blank as the blank travels along the paper line 
of a box folding machine. It is particularly useful in 
folding blanks having a large number of leading ?aps 
each of considerable length longitudinally such as are 
found on the “Himes” type box, well known in the trade. 
instead one or two comparatively short and wide lead 
ing ?aps, boxes of the “Himes” type present four long, 
narrow ?aps which are difficult to infold on high speed 
machinery. Furthermore two of the leading ?aps on such 
boxes are usually wide and include a diagonally articu 
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iated sealing tab to be bent in a direction opposite to in- Y 
folding, while being infolded, and therefore have differ 
ent folding characteristics from the other two narrower 
?aps. 

Various methods have heretofore been proposed for 
infolding the leading ?aps of a box blank for example 
the prebreaking' of all ?aps upwardly, at one station on 
the paper line, and the infolding of such upwardly bent 
flaps, at a second station on the paper line, by placing a 
stationary obstruction in their path, above the paper line. 
My invention eliminates the preliminary upfolding station 
and its mechanism and folds each ?ap from a ?atwise posi 
tion .in extension of the blank to an infolded position all 
at the same station on the paper line. In my device one 
or more of the leading ?aps of the same type are com 
pletely infolded at a ?rst station, while the remaining 
flaps are held down on the paper line. The remaining 
?aps of another type are completely infolded at a second 
station, while the ?rst infolded ?aps are in turn helddown 
on the paper line. ' _ 

Methods have previously been proposed for infolding a 
?at leading ?ap at a single station. One such method 
comprises the use of a ?xed, upstanding, spring on the 
paper line arranged to exert pressure from underneath‘ the 
?ap to lift it into contact with a ?xed obstruction posi 
tioned above the paper line. Another such method has 
been the use of an arm, pivoted below the’ paper line, 
which advances with the blank as it pivots to fold the 
?ap. Another such method includes the use of an arm, 
pivoted at a ?xed position above the paper line, which 
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kicks the ?ap upwardly from a pivot point in advance. ;, 
of the ?ap. The devices used in such methods have cer- ' 
tain disadvantages in that a spring is impositive and-may 
wear out, a stationary pivoted arm may fracture the ?ap 
at high speeds and an arm pivoted below the paper line 
but advancing with the blank, involves considerable mech 
anism to hold the blank down during folding. 
One object of my invention is to provide means for 

infolding a leading or trailing flap of a ?at box'blank, 
as it travels along the paper .line of a folding machine, 
without the necessity of a separate station for pro-break 
ing and pre-bending such ?aps upwardly. A further ob 
ject of my invention is to infold all leading ?aps of one 
type at one station and all those of another type at an 
other station, and/ or to similarly infold the trailing ?aps, 
the infolding mechanism at each station being positive at 
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2 
high speeds and having no complicated mechanical 7 
age between the ?ap upfolding and blank hold-down 
mechanism. > - 

' Another object of my invention is 'to provide a rigid 
guide for applying a gradually increasing upward pres 
sure under the leading edge of each leading ?ap or the 
trailing edge of each trailing'?ap as it moves along the 
paper line thus urging the ?ap to bow and then to bend 
at its line of articulation, combined with an el‘?cient hold 
down member applied to the part of the blank to'which 
the ?ap is articulated. Still another object of my inven 
tion is to provide a member pivotally mounted above the 
paper line and provided with a longitudinally extending 
surface, which surface moves from a ?atwise position 
beneath one portion of the paper line to an inclined posi 
tion above another further advanced portion of the paper 
line thereby upfolding each leading or trailing ?ap accu 
rately into engagement with a stationary back-folding 
member. Another object of my. invention is to associate 
with such a pivotally mounted member, a similarly piv 
oted hold-down arm for use in holding down the adjacent 
portions of blanks of less bendable material. ' ' ' 
in the drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a side elevation partly in section ofa folding 

machine constructed in accordance with my invention to 
‘fold the leading ?aps of an advancing blank. ‘ 

, Fig. 2 is a plan ’ 

in Fig. 1. v .7 g 7 

Figs. 3—7 are each enlarged side elevations of my new 
pivoted ?ap-uplifting and blank hold-down mechanism 
and my stationary infolding member in various stages of 
infolding a leading ?ap of an advancing blank. 7 

Figs. ‘8—1O are each enlarged side elevations of my new 
pivoted ?ap-uplifting mechanism and my stationary in 
folding member in various stages of infolding a leading 
?ap of an advancing blank of material not requiring any 
blank hold-downmechanism. ' ' ‘ 

Fig. 11 is an enlarged side elevation showing my inven 
tion in combination with a folding bar arranged to back 
fold a diagonally articulated tab on the flap. ' 

Fig. 12 is an enlarged view of the blank shown in 
Fig. 2. ' 

Fig. 13 is a view of an erected box made from the 
blank shown in the drawing. ' f ’ p _ 

Fig. 14 is a fragmentary side elevation partly in section 
of a folding machine constructed in accordance with my 
invention to fold the trailing ?aps of an advancing blank. 

Figs. 15-18 are each enlarged fragmentary side eleva 
tions of the folding mechanism of Fig, 14 in various 
stages of infolding a trailing flap of an advancing blank. 

Fig. 19 is a fragmentary rear view of the pivot portion 
of the mechanism shown in Figs. 14-18. - I ' j 

As shown inFigs. l2 and 13, A represents one formiof 
blank for which my invention is especially adapted, name- ‘ 
ly a blank of the “Himes” type, although it should be 
noted that my folding mechanism and method is useful 
in folding the leading or trailing ?aps of blanks of many 
other types. Blank A has two end wall panels 20 and 22, 
two side wall panels 21 and 23 and a wall sealing tab 251', 
which is articulated to side wall panel 23.. ‘It is'also 

- provided with cover'panels '25, 26 and 27 connected vto 
side panels ‘20, 21 and 22 on a line of articulationl28 
which may be creased or scored: vTwo identical’bottom 
sealing ?aps 30 and 32 and two identical bottomlocking 
?aps 31>and, 33 are connected to the side panels 20,‘ 21, 
22'and '23 on a line of ‘articulation 38 which ‘also may 
be creased or scored. Each flap 30', 31, 32 and33 is of 
the same width as the side panel to which it is connected, 
but is of greater length, and ?aps 31 and 33 are of 
greater width than ?aps 30 and 32. A bottom sealing tab 
34' is formed in ?ap 31 by a, diagonal line of articulation I 
37 and a'bottom’sealing 'tab35_ is formed in flap 3 

view of the folding machine illustrated V 
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:77 aridia'gonaljli'ne of articulationrlfad." suitablerslitstcnt-t' 
- otitsjand lines of articulation,‘ wélliknown in the trade; are ' A 
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T211118 B olding‘inachine in a?'a’t'wise, horizontalrposh' 10' of articulation 338 'intgeinfolded position overlyingrside 
I ti . e @5510, .31, 322116135 leading the blank’ ' wallpenels 2.1 amtllirassh ‘in alssiat Bi. The iblsiirigi ' 

1th=the1hnes of articulation‘28 and 38, transverse ' for the pre-broke'n hottornjsealingqtabs Sigrid-$5,111 a 
to" eidiriel' onfof'travel oiivtheribla'nk. ‘ The principal direction opp0site__v tothedirhectipn offoldingrof ?aps31 

sero?ritnyisfolding-machineis to infold leading ?aps 

t 1 machineTinql-ugiésré fitting Q having tuit 
ppprtst?iil; ti?and having trpstandinyg" side plates 

feeding toldihg‘and rnechanisrn of my. machine’ is 
a _l ‘y , ’ :IOds, orrshaftsi extending between 
side‘ plates suchas tilrancl'fljl so that all of the parts can 
tbe'?'xed in the correct transverse position ‘to accomrno-i 
datelhlanks ofqdiiierentisizesfand shapes} Similarly" all 
(if vvtimitatinghilt;timbers 9f my maehinearer connected by 
sintable "gears, hells; or’ chains }so :that-they operate-in 
synchronizationarid, are suitably powered from a source 
not ‘shaman ‘a manner not shownrin' vdetail since‘itjs 

bx tblanksl'¢sgnchfasiAr are‘ advanced along the paper; 

z?‘andfto't fold'tabs 34 and‘ 35 ‘on ; 
vlinesloftarticulation 3v16-ar1d 3'1 so that the blank _-~ ‘ 
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'32 of a blank such as A V I a _ V are bent upwardly’ and then 

backwardly'cnthe line of articulation SSY'int'o infolded‘ 

pie-broken downwardly-t-ongalines of articulation 37 and ' 
36 also at this Qstation.) At" tion 209,‘ the second sta- 

' 7 tion,‘ the ?at leadinglilaps}ligand: 31 of lavhlank» suchas 
"A7 are bent upwardly- and then‘ backwardly on the line 

and’ 33;‘ commences 'at' station 258" and is completed 

At the ?rst station 100,‘ I provide a pair of: endless 

‘ carriedcnsprockets as ltllonrtransverse shafts 104 
and 105,.‘ 102:‘are1each aligned above 

t '5 one oli'the endless‘; conveyors D and evachfisr'adjustahleltoi ’ 
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jvariou‘s; transverse .p'ositionpsi'in the same manner as is 
. 'each'conveyor D“ Leading ?ap 31, side wall panel 21] and ' 

cover paneljz?are thus'advanc‘ed through station 7100: by a] 
lug; 45_;of- a conveyor DQwhile supported frontbelow by 

' the conveyor“ ém'd'helil down onfthef paper line P by 
J holdqdowni chain: 101,.’ ‘Leading. ?aps 30'-and 32 are 
supported from’ belowibyrfothejr, conveyors such as Debut‘ 

- sincerlthere is nohol'd down chain above’ these '?aps; at 
30 stationjiilljlx space is availableabove the paper line a l 

' ' fgrilfoltdlingjrneehanism to befdescribed hereinafter. 

‘ also formed in blank A, as shown in‘ Figs. 1 and} where- - position overlying side wall panels 20 and 22 as shown: j 
' 'hyt-thetblanlg can heit'orjmecl intqthe'collapsedbox at B. ‘1' e " - a Q 7 " V 7' i. " ' ’ 

in V ' 'itheh foldedbetween the wall 5 'For convenience the bottoni:_sea1ing tabs 34 and 35lare " 

739,131,. 32 and 3439f alblanksnch'asA'on their 15 shortly after the completion oi the'infloldingiof ?aps 31 i' V 
' ;ul'ation: 3.3 to. overlie the side Wall panels 20, and 33. ' t " " 

‘hold-down chains 101, 102 each chain such as lilltbeing t r 7 

well lgndwlrrinjithef trade. ~ -V _ a V V @As shown‘ in ‘Figs’; :1 and Z-‘and‘rVSOmEWhat diagram" 
' I. 3 <18 apllllalityrof P37131161, eDdlQSSlCODWYQI‘S Such ‘ 'm'atically inrFi'gs.'3~7',1rny folding mechanism includesa ' ‘ 

t ‘lggwhich-fnaayihe b/elitsror chains, and each of which j 
includes iipstanding plugs .45," at‘ spaced; intervals there 
aronnd, qarrpangedrto receive- and advaricea blank along 

"length my-maéhl?e‘between,ihefeeqinemechanism.E 
' p a and vthe, mechanism‘ G, : and" is trai?c?l' 31701419511 ' 

11X éxtexldi?asupport ' on a‘ longitndina 
4 WhlCl], s erselyz'on rodspor 

P111451); fbfrmed'byithe HPPEI: wetdiof the @0115 
7. Eachco eyor-Da extends substantially the: V, 

‘ rigidiarin 1:10, bent at 111 tofor‘rn' an elongated ?apl-upé 
lifting;.?nger 112}; ,Arnrll?i is‘ rotatablyT monntedfat (1571‘ , 
on agpoweredfshaft"113,10 revolve on‘an axiszabove and ' 

‘ transverse to thelpapeiriline Brandin a vertical plane get-1' 
pendicular to thenlaneof said. Paper line, Finger 1.121159, 

' r a rigid P1ane,_ styaight facerortsnrfacellttiwhich is Pref‘?? 
40 

posrti 

Q rtoipro‘siti'onit"?nderVa/particnlar ?ap such. as 30, 3:1;32 

r r 5 ,"Eava Q9I1Y¢$ééibiw1tl141ts support.“ and r, , _. _ . 

" PPHQeAl-Qa thatbemQYeltranSveSdy otthemaqhine rthev'rig'id Blane-suede 1.1445211‘ describe a, cirpular‘pa'thil '7 7' 
45 ‘around, the; shaft 3113,; located abovey'the paperrline P,’ i 

V ‘and 3.13s411949}?3t9$uPP9¥t1a1$¢ advance a; blank‘ such ‘as 
V A through‘ the'folding mechanism 1;? without interfering 

th§Pap.._ ii 
55 “ t bhanam? maylbenfrallyWEHTKBQWQIOBT 

‘ c t " ' v 1‘ tiaiedl‘hereinl inelusiesa pluralitvof 

,fe g 1011s -54,>eac1iw slidably-em?qntstlfon-a' powered 

"With-thereto 'na iqldiagamembete which extend lgelowr ‘ r 

the: portion. of Y the; path proximate; the paper lineibeing'in 
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linel~asindicaltedihylthei arrows, but-the rate of advance [if ' being less than that of the eblan'rksl?'l prefer‘to use twoj ' ‘ ' 

opppisitelyldispqsedarmé 116;, eachfhaving a ?apepnemt ' ' 
?ligerrl? anti each ?nger ?einggtimed land/Spaced to ‘HR-1 
lift‘ a lead" ?ap ‘of ‘a blank; advancing on the paper line, ' 

eadijéx illiiriatherfiilL-width> of-gthe.machinekbéeieen l r ' 

I jglpihg mecha 

52: and/a hblépér or trough}?! fer ar'staqk 9i" blanks - 
"Feeding 50118 5431? arrangesi; to feed blanks 

V airtime from _the staclcpnto conveyors; D where V 
‘ fby-lugs 4,5 (Indian? thronghr the ' 55' 

E and; elllinahiechamsni G initimesi 7 

‘although ti'swobviousthatnrore orclessf'arrris'canlhe used I ' 
as desi a e‘ I I? ' 7' -, " .7 7' ‘ 

7-111 Fisfi lshcwa blank $1191?“ ,A withaleading ?ap“ : 
36,1=side§wallrpaneli2? and cover panelr25 all in‘p?atwise V 

7 .' 'onmiiiap ri'linePand;heinggadva?cediherealene' 
e- 1 ‘ infthelrdir'ectienjlof the.‘arrows;v Conveyors; D hold ,‘ V 

A z ‘ downchain 101 arernieijelyvindicated‘since at this ?rstrstaf ‘ 
t r .\ illustrated herein’. ‘include?’ a" P111.- " ' ti'o‘ni-l?lllth' .re'fe?gagi?epanels..ancg?épa whichwill ' 

??glile?llli 651,; each Pslidably mcllntcdiaon'v‘ a .69 ehbtibejffoldedvandgare clearly shqwri?igsl aria 2.15 ' 
ci Shaft '62 and nhavingjjsuitable- glnersnpplyvr'olls' i I _> The; rigid; lilanej?atkstraight surface ‘1140f ?apdiplift-g 
rot'siindicatedlat Gluelrrollsw6v4 are‘, arrangedfeto‘ ‘ a’ 

deposit a aifahgular ‘Fatah. qfadhesi-veon the. back; l,medV..;;-1 ' - 
l " ' ' gl'tabs-g34rand'3 '0 ‘a blank 1191;. ash-s52" 

" ea, .esiyelvsewreirtqstherbc 1411169211165 

ild?liaslishewa ?ames-:12 #1151411 ppositely; disposed pressnre'rolls 

paperlline Risothat thei'iinglfersur-tacze oiitheleading edge - 

sideep tes.;40l and ‘41 are" provided to iron out the'folds 

ingQ?iigerI I112irisgsiihstantiallywghorizontal, justihelow’lthei‘ V p' 

Qi‘q?iédhi? folding mechanisrnF-pfrior to; arrival?latr V'snchas, and having addownwardlyttapeted: undersea if, 

'chanisna is the-essence of this invention ed 8.11m, the folding in " take placeratjtwmstations indicatedl, 



overlie its side wall panel such as 20 when it has been 
advanced to the end 134 of member 130. 'Ihe ?rst fold 
ing station thus extends from the point on the paper line 
at which the undersnrface of ?ap 30 is contacted by the 
rigid plane surface 114 of ?nger 112, shown in Fig. 3 to 
that point on the paper line under the end 134 of the sta 
tionary infolding member 130. 

Also included in myfolding mechanism is a rigid hold 
down arm 150, rotatably mounted at, 151 on powered 
shaft 113 to revolve with arm 110 on the same axis and 
in the same plane relative to the paper line P. Each arm 
150 maybe ?xed in a predetermined angular position 
relative to the arm 110, with which it cooperates, by a set 
screw 152, and if not needed due to thecharacteristics of 
the paperboard of'the blank, or the conformation of the 
leading flaps of the blanks it may be revolved ?ush with 
arm 110as shown in Figs. 8-11. As shown in Figs. 3-7, 
however arm 159 is adjusted to follow arm 110 so that the 
tip 154 of arm 150 will contact the upper surface of the 
panel 20 to which the leading ?ap 30 is articulated, just 
behind the line of articulation 38 while arm 110 is up 
lifting flap 30. 

In Fig. 4, the blank A is shown in an advanced position 
on paper line P and arms 110 and 150 are also shown in 
advanced positions on their respective circular paths. 
However, since arms 110 and 150 advance at a less rate 
of speed than the blank A, the undersurface 39 of the 
leading ?ap 30 has slid up the rigid plane surface 114 of 
the gradually inclining ?ap-uplifting ?nger 112. At this 
point the blank A is being held down on the paper line P 
by hold-down chains 101 and 102 'which are laterally 
spaced from ?aps 30 and the tip 154 of hold-down arm 
150 has not yet contacted the upper surface of panel 20 
so that the ?ap 30 and panel 20 may be inclined or bowed 
upwardly as indicated in Fig. 4. 
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In Fig. 5 the blank A is shown in a still further ad- ' 
vanced position on the paper line? and arms 110 and 150 
are correspondingly advanced in their circular paths. The 
less rate of advance of arm 110 has caused the undersur 
face‘39 of ?ap 30 to slide still further up the rigid plane 
surface 114 of ?nger 112 and the tip 154 of arm 150 has 
contacted the upper surface of panel 20. If ?ap 30 had 
not already become upfolded on its line of articulation 38 
by the lifting action of the rigid plane surface 114, the 
downward pressure of the tip 154 on panel 20 will cause 
the ?ap to bend positively at the line 38. ' 

In Fig. 6 the blank A has continued to advance along 
the paper line P and the rigid plane surface 114 of ?nger 
112 has positively and accurately guided the leading edge 
of‘?ap 30 into the notch 131 of the stationary infolding 
member 130. At the same time the ?nger 112 and'the 
tip 154 of arm 150 have completed their upfolding func 
tion and are revolving out of the way. 

In Fig. 7 the flap has continued to advance along the 
paper line P under the stationary infolding member 130 
and the ?ap 30 is being gradually bent downwardly on its 
line of articulation 38 to overlie panel 20 by the under 
surface 133 of member 130. Uplifting ?nger 112 and 
hold-down arm 150 have also advanced in their circular 
paths which carry them around centre of rotation 113 for 
a complete revoiution to repeat the operation on the 
leading flap of a succeeding blank. 
Each stationary infolding member 130 is ?xed at, the 

lower end 136 of an arcuate member 137 and the upper 
end of member 137 is slidably mounted in a bracket 138 
by means of set screws 135. The are of member 137 is 
concentric with the circular path of ?nger 112 and hold 

7 down arm 110, so that if a ?ap of greater or lesser length 
is used 'on a blank such as A, it is only necessary to slide 
the arcuate member .137 upward or downward to the de 
sired position in bracket 138. Each bracket 138 is slid— 
able transversely on a rod 139 and each arm 110 and 150 s 
is also slidable transversely on shaft 113 to assume‘vari 
ous ‘positions in accordance with the location of the lead; 
ing ?aps on the blanks to be infolded. 
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f such station 500 in Figs. 14 to 19. It willbe underw " 
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V I ?nd it convenient to locate tab pro-breaking mech 
anism H at the ?rst station, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, 
because the leading ?aps 31 and 33 to which the bottom 
sealing tabs 34 and 35 are articulated are ?rmly held 
between conveyors D and hold-down chains 101, 102 at 
this station. I provide an endless chain 170, having out 
wardly projecting lugs 171 therearound, each arranged to 
contact a tab such as 34 and bend it downwardly below 
the paper line P thus pre-breaking it on its line of articu 
lation 37.. Chain 170 is trained around sprockets'172, 
V173, journalled in a rigid support 174, which support de~ 
pends from a transverse rod 175 and is slidably adjust 
able in various positions thereon by a set screw 176. Be 
neath the paper line P, under and diagonal to the path of 
lugs 171 of chain 170 I may place tab folding guides 177 
to assist in prebreaking each tab such as 34. 

After leading flaps such as 30 and 32 have been in 
folded and tabs such as 34 and 35 have been pro-‘broken 
at the ?rst station 100, the ‘blank A passes out from 
under hold-down chains 101 and 102 and while still being 
advanced by conveyors D, passes under a second pair 
of hold-down chains 201, 202. Hold-down chains 201 
and 202 are in line with two infolded leading ?aps 30 
and 32 and serve to keep such ?aps infolded as Well as 
to hold the blank down ‘on the paper line P at the second 
folding station 200. Each hold-down chain, such as 201, 
is carried on sprockets such as 203 on transverse shafts 
204 and 205, and is powered'and adjusted in a manner 
similar to that of chains 101, v102. 
As shown in Figs. 8~ll, at the second station 200, I 

provide a rotating uplifting ?nger 212 for each ?ap such 7 
as 31 or 33 to ‘be infolded at that station. I prefer 
to also use a rotating hold-down arm such as 150 with 
each ?nger 1112 ‘or 212 at each station, but since my 
rotating uplifting ?nger will lift and upfold ?aps success 
fully without an arm such as 150 on very bendable ma 
terial I have illustrated the action thereof in Figs. 8~ll. 
As shown in Fig. 8 a leading ?ap '33 of a blank such as 

A, with its ‘bottom sealing tap 35 pro-broken down 
wardly contacts the rigid plane straight surface 214 of 
the elongated ?ap uplifting ?nger 212 with the under 
surface 239 of the flap and it should be noted that sur 
face 214 is substantially co-extensive in length with ?ap 
33. In Fig. 9 the blank A has advanced along the paper 
line P so that ?ap 33 has slid upward along the surface 
214 which is advancing at a less rate of speed than the 
‘blank but in the same direction. In Fig. 10 the blank 
has advanced still further along the paper line and the 
?ap 33 has slid still further along the gradually inclin 
ing and rising surface 214 until the ?ap folds upwardly 
on its line of articulation 38. In Fig. 11 -I show the 
blankfurther advanced on the paper line P, the ?nger 
‘212 releasing the ?ap 33 into the notch 231 of a sta 
tionary infolding member 230 which is identical with 
member 130. Bottom sealing tab 35 is shown being 
slidably engaged by a folding guide 260 ‘which extends 
longitudinally of the paper line in a well known manner 
to backfold'the tab 35 as the ?ap 33 is infolded by 
undersurface 232 and 233 of member 230 to overlie side 
wall‘ panel 23. Guides 260 are mounted’for lateral 
movement by means of a bracket 360, slid-able on a trans 
verse rod 361. I '7 

While my invention is especially useful for infolding 
the leading ?aps of blanks advancing along a paper line, 
as shown in Figs. 14 to 19 it may also be used to infold 
the trailing flaps of such ‘blanks. For example to infold 
a single trailing ?ap such as 26, or a pair of similar trail 
ing ?aps such as 25 and 27, of a blank such as A, I pro 
vide a folding mechanism M on frame, C in place of 
folding mechanism F or in advance thereof. Preferably 
the infolding of different types of trailing ?aps takes place 
at different stations but for illustration'I show only one 

stood that pre-breaking mechanism such as H, hold 
down chains such as 101, 102, 201 and 202 and folding 
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face of the edge portion of a transversely articulated ?ap 
and being movable, by the rotation of said arm, to ad 
vance rwith said blank while assuming a gradually in 
creasing angle of inclination to the paper line, and a 
holddown arm, ?xed at a predetermined angular relation 
to said uplifting ?nger and mounted to rotate in a vertical 
plane around said axis of rotation, said holddown arm 
being arranged to press the main body of the blank down 
on {the paper line after said flap is guided upwardly by 
said uplifting ?nger, thereby positively causing a fold at 
the line of flap articulation. 

3. In a machine for use in making knockdown boxes; 
timed means for continuously advancing a ?at boX blank 
at a predetermined speed along a straight, horizontal 
path through said machine ‘with the lines of articulation 
of the longitudinally extending ?aps thereof ‘transverse 
to said blank path; a folding arm of rigid material, op 
erable at a folding station along said blank path, said 
arm being angularly bent at one end to form a hook 
with an elongated straight plane inside face for slidably ; 
engaging a ?ap; timed means supporting the other end 
of said arm and moving the same continuously and uni 
directionally in an endless, closed path above said blank 
path, said arm supporting means and arm being arranged 
to initially position the inside face of said hook under 
and parallel to the outer edge portion of a longitudinally 
extending flap of each successive blank advancing along 
said blank path and to advance with said ‘flap along said 
path at a different rate of speed than that of the blank 
while sliding further under said flap and uplifting the 
same on its transverse line of articulation and a stationary 
?ap infolding member mounted above said vblank path at 
said folding station, said member receiving each successive 
uplifted flap from the hook of said arm and infolding the 
said ?aps ?atwise against vthe blank as the blank continues 
advancing thereunder. 

4. in a folding machine, mechanism for folding the 
leading ?aps of ?at articles, said mechanism comprising 
timed means for advancing a plurality of ?at articles in 
dividually and successively along a straight path through 
said machine with the lines of articulation of the lead 
ing flaps thereof transverse to said blank path; a rotat 
able, angularly hooked folding arm of rigid material 
mounted to rotate around a laterally extending axis of 
rotation above said blank path in a vertical plane longi 
tudinally of said path, the hook portion of said arm 
trailing rearwardly thereof and being substantially co 
extensive in length with the length of a flap to be folded 
thereby and having a straight, flat, plane inside face for 
slidably engaging the under face of a flap and the shank 
of said arm being of greater length than the distance 
from said centre of rotation to the said blank path to 
position its trailing hook portion flatwise in supporting 
position under an advancing ?ap once during each revo 
lution thereof and timed means, synchronized with said 
blank advancing means, and rotating said hooked arm 
in a closed, unidirectional, circular path, said means 
being adapted to present the straight ?at face of said 
hook initially horizontally under each successive leading 
?ap, to then advance and angularly incline ‘said face while 
causing the ?ap to slide further along the face and be 
uplifted on its line of articulation and to then rotate said 
face through a complete reevolution back to its initial 
position. 

5. A folding machine as speci?ed in claim 4 plus a 
stationary, overfolding member ?xed above the path of 
said blanks and in the path of a ?ap uplifted by the hook 
of said folding arm, said member having a rearward 
facing notch in the rearward edge thereof arranged to 
receive the leading edge of each successive uplifted lead 
ing ?ap and serve as a pivot point for forcing the said ?ap 
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to fold on its line of articulation before being overfolded 
by said member. 

6. A folding machine as speci?ed in cliam 4 plus a 
blank holddown arm rotatable with said folding arm 
around said centre of rotation but angularly spaced there 
behind to press downwardly on the upper face of a blank 
behind the line of articulation of a leading flap after said 
hook has engaged and uplifted said ?ap thereby assist 
ing in causing the ?ap to fold on its correct line of articu 
lation. 

7. A folding machine as speci?ed in claim 5 wherein 
said stationary overfolding member is mounted on said 
machine for slidable adjustment on an arcuate member, 
the centre of the arc of said member being at the centre 
of rotation of said hooked folding arm. 

8. Apparatus for upfolding the lea-ding ?aps of ?at 
foldable articles, said apparatus comprising timed means 
for advancing a plurality of flat foldable articles indi 
vidually and successively along a straight path with the 
line of fold of the leading ?aps transverse to said path; 
a rotatable support mounted for rotation in a vertical 
longitudinal plane on an axis of rotation transverse to 
and above said path; at least one straight, ?at, folding 
?nger of rigid material carried by, and rotatable with 
said support, said ?nger being adapted to move from a 
position ?atwise under and parallel to said article path 
to a position further advanced therealong, perpendicu 
lar to, and above, said path with each complete revolu 
tion of said rotatable support and timed means, synchro 
nized with said article advancing means, for continuously 
and unidirectionally revolving said rotatable support with 
the horizontal component of advance of said ?nger, be 
tween the said positions, being at a predetermined less 
rate than the rate of advance of said articles whereby a 
leading ?ap slides along said ?nger as it is upfolded on 
its line of articulation. 

9. Apparatus as speci?ed in claim 8 wherein said 
straight ?at ?nger is substantially co-extensive in length 
with the length of a ?ap to be upfolded thereby. 

10. A rotary method for upfolding the longitudinally 
extending ?aps of a plurality of flat box blanks advanc 
ing individually and successively along a longitudinal 
path at a predetermined rate of advance, said method 
comprising the steps of applying a rotary, mechanical, 
pulling force from above the path of said blanks and in 
an upward and rearward direction upon the under face 
of each said ?ap, and over an area of said under face 
progressively shifting inwardly longitudinally of the flap, 
while simultaneously holding down laterally removed 
portions of the body of the blank, until the flap and the 
portion of the blank to which it is articulated have been 
inclined upwardly out of the ?at plane of the blank and 
then applying a rotary, mechanical, pushing force from 
above the path of said blanks and in a downward and 
forward direction upon the upper face of the main body 
of each said blank, just behind the said line of articula 
tion to cause the ?ap to fold accurately on said line of 
articulation. 
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